Pure Performance Floor Care Products

**Pure Armor Floor Finish**
Item #930165 ea/cs 2-2.5 gl/cs
Pure Armor Floor Finish is part of the Pure Performance Floor Care Program. This floor finish is an incredibly tough coating that is ideal for low maintenance (minimal buffing) applications. Its high performance acrylic and polyethylene polymers produce a beautiful, long lasting shine that resists black marking and scuffing. Pure Armor is ideal for areas such as classrooms, patient rooms and offices. If desired, Pure Armor responds to periodic spray buffing or high speed buffing with equipment ranging from 175 rpm to propane burnishers.

**Pure Reflection Floor Finish**
Item #930235 ea/cs 2-2.5 gl/cs
Pure Reflection Floor Finish is part of the Pure Performance Floor Care Program. Pure Reflection is an extreme performance floor coating that combines deep gloss, high durability and ease-of-use into one product. Its high molecular weight T3-polymers and compressed interlinking produce a beautiful, long lasting shine that resists black marking and scuffing. Pure Reflection Floor Finish is ideal for limited maintenance settings such as classrooms, patient rooms and offices. Pure Reflection responds extremely well to regular buffing with equipment ranging from 1500 rpm to propane burnishers, making it ideal for retail establishments, hallways and other frequently maintained areas.

**Pure Rejuvenator Cleaner and Restorer**
Item #930176 gl/cs 4/cs
Pure Rejuvenator Cleaner and Restorer is a maintenance product designed to bring out the very best in the Pure Performance Floor Care Program. Pure Rejuvenator is a high-speed floor cleaner and maintainer that is designed to achieve a “wet look” shine on all properly finished floors. It offers the ultimate in productivity - just dust mop floor, auto-scrub or mop-on Pure Rejuvenator, let dry, then buff to brilliance. It is non-film forming so there is no worry of build-up occurring.

**Balance Neutral pH Cleaner**
Item #320022 drum 5 gl
This powerful, highly concentrated product contains cleaning agents and optical brighteners and will not harm or dull floors. NSF-C1 Registered, meets USDA 1998 C1 guidelines.

**Pure Annihilator Floor Stripper**
Item #320940 cs 6/cs
Pure Annihilator Floor Stripper is an ultra-concentrated, high productivity stripper. Its ultra high-powered actives are designed to quickly attack and liquefy heavily recoated and burnished floors. Ultra activity means ultra-high dilution ratios and Pure Annihilator does not disappoint. Use at 1:32 (½ quart per four gallons of water) for light to medium build-up or 1:16 (1 quart per four gallons of water) for heavy build-up. Pure Annihilator provides power packed performance that is low-odor and ultra-economical to use. Simply PURE PERFORMANCE!

**WAXIE Pure Performance Polish Pad**
20" Item #262340 cs 2/cs
24" Item #262341 cs 2/cs
27" Item #262342 cs 2/cs
This advanced floor pad has been developed to maximize hard floor cleaning, while dramatically increasing floor finish gloss. Constructed of durable, highly launderable microfiber, the floor pad maximizes cleaning and polishing without abrading or burning the floor finish. Because it doesn’t abrade the floor finish, scrub and recoats and strip-out times will be extended, saving valuable LABOR DOLLARS and CHEMICAL COSTS.

---

**The next generation in floor care solutions**

---

(800) 995-4466
www.waxie.com

Corporate Headquarters
9353 Waxie Way
San Diego, CA 92123
Pure Performance will uncomplicate your floor care maintenance program while simultaneously taking it to a level previously unavailable in our industry. WAXIE Sanitary Supply has combined the finest floor maintenance chemicals, pads and equipment to give you the Pure Performance advantage.

At the heart of the program are two finishes – Pure Reflection and Pure Armor. Both products are built on six key attributes: Proper Film Formation, Floor Safety, Deep Gloss, Repairability, Clarity and Labor Savings.

**Proper Film Formation**

The key to Pure Reflection’s performance is its high molecular weight T3-polymers and a unique internal / external compressed interlocking technology which provides better gloss, better clarity and better repairability.

**Deep Gloss**

Conventional floor finishes generally build gloss nicely through 3 to 4 coats and in many cases stall or actually develop a decrease in gloss with additional coats. The unique interlocking polymer technology of Pure Performance finishes provides a dense, highly cross-linked film that continually increases gloss on multiple coats.

**Repairability**

All floor finishes get scratches, scuffs, black marks and ground in soil as thousands of shoes work their way across a finished floor. Pure Reflection does a great job of resisting this abuse. It also releases those black marks and embedded pieces of soil from the film due to its high repairability. And, when combined with Pure Rejuvenator, many users will experience a doubling or tripling of their strip cycle!!

**Clarity**

Floor finishes that aren’t clear from their initial application almost invariably need to be stripped much sooner than a perfectly clear film. Pure Reflection is clear from the get-go and is designed to stay this way because of its T3 technology. Again, a densely cross-linked film will resist soil and moisture penetration and last longer on the floor.

**Labor Savings**

We save you labor on two fronts - during initial application with a fast-building, high solid product that looks fantastic after only two coats and then during ongoing maintenance with product clarity and repairability.
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Pure Armor Floor Finish
Item #930165 ea/cs 2-2.5 gl/cs
Pure Armor Floor Finish is part of the Pure Performance Floor Care Program. This floor finish is an incredibly tough coating that is ideal for low maintenance (minimal buffing) applications. Its high performance acrylic and polyethylene polymers produce a beautiful, long lasting shine that resists black marking and scuffing. Pure Armor is ideal for areas such as classrooms, patient rooms and offices. If desired, Pure Armor responds to periodic spray buffing or high speed buffing with equipment ranging from 175 rpm to propane burnishers.

Pure Reflection Floor Finish
Item #930235 ea/cs 2-2.5 gl/cs
Pure Reflection Floor Finish is part of the Pure Performance Floor Care Program. Pure Reflection is an extreme performance floor coating that combines deep gloss, high durability and ease-of-use into one product. Its high molecular weight T3-polymers and compressed interlinking produce a beautiful, long lasting shine that resists black marking and scuffing. Pure Reflection Floor Finish is ideal for limited maintenance settings such as classrooms, patient rooms and offices. Pure Reflection responds extremely well to regular buffing with equipment ranging from 1500 rpm to propane burnishers, making it ideal for retail establishments, hallways and other frequently maintained areas.

Pure Rejuvenator Cleaner and Restorer
Item #930176 gl/cs 4/cs
Pure Rejuvenator Cleaner and Restorer is a maintenance product designed to bring out the very best in the Pure Performance Floor Care Program. Pure Rejuvenator is a high-speed floor cleaner and restorer that is designed to achieve a “wet look” shine on all properly finished floors. It offers the ultimate in productivity - just dust mop floor, scrub or mop-on Pure Rejuvenator, let dry, then buff to brilliance. It is non-film forming so there is no worry of build-up occurring.

Balance Neutral pH Cleaner
Item #320834 gl/cs 4/cs
This powerful, highly concentrated product contains cleaning agents and optical brighteners and will not harm or dull floors. NSF-C1 Registered, meets USDA 1998 C1 guidelines.

Pure Annihilator Floor Stripper
Item #320940 cs 6/cs
Pure Annihilator Floor Stripper is an ultra-concentrated, high productivity stripper. Its ultra high-powered activators are designed to quickly attack and liquefy heavily recoated and burnished floors. Ultra activity means ultra-high dilution ratios and Pure Annihilator does not disappoint. Use at 1:32 (1/2 quart per four gallons of water) for light build up or 1:16 (1 quart per four gallons of water) for heavy build up. Pure Annihilator provides power packed performance that is low-odor and ultra-economical to use. Simply PURE PERFORMANCE!

Pure Rejuvenator
Cleaner and Restorer
WAXIE Pure Performance Polish Pad
20” Item #262340 cs 2/cs
24” Item #262341 cs 2/cs
27” Item #262342 cs 2/cs
This advanced floor pad has been developed to maximize hard floor cleaning, while dramatically increasing floor finish gloss. Constructed of durable, highly launderable microfiber, this floor pad maximizes cleaning and polishing without abrading or burning the floor finish. Because it doesn’t abrade the floor finish, scrub and recoats and strip-out times will be extended, saving valuable LABOR DOLLARS and CHEMICAL COSTS.
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